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1 Introduction
The CMD group provides sub-detectors with a XILINX IP core to implement the SLINK Rocket
sender  module.  In  the following sections  the  interface  descriptions  and the usage  of  this  IP is
documented. 

In addition a Receiver Core has been created. It is used in the example design to send data from the
sender IP to the receiver IP. The example design contains some trivial glue logic to allow to start a
trivial event generator and to send data from the sender to the receiver IP. There some monitoring
counters are implemented and can be read out via a PCIe interface.

This development has been made with Vivado 2018.3

The supported architectures are Virtex Ultrascale Plus and Kintex Ultrascale Plus. Temporarily also
the Kintex Ultrascale architecture is supported but only until ECAL changes the front end boards to
the ultrascale plus architecture of Xilinx. 

2 Usage
The Sender and Receiver IPs are provided in form of a zip file. To use these IPs in Vivado follow
the following steps:

1. Create an empty directory in your file-system where you want to keep custom IPs.

2. Inside  this  directory  create  two  more  directories  with  the  names  “SenderIP”  and
“ReceiverIP” (the choice of the name is up to you)

3. Copy the zip file of the sender IP and the receiver IP in the corresponding directories created
in step 2.

4. Uncompress the zip files

5. Open Vivado and go to Settings → Project Settings → IP → Repository

6. Add a new IP repository indicating the path to the directory created in step 1.

Now you can open the IP Catalog in the Project Manager. To re-read all repositories right click on
an empty space in the IP Catalog and choose “Refresh All Repositories” from the appearing context
menu. You should now see a new category “User Repository – CERN CMS DAQ”. Inside you find
the cores SR_sender_GLB_v{n}_0 and SR_Receive_GLB_v{n}_0 for the sender and the receiver
core. You can include them in your design as any other IP core. 

Note that there is a zip file for each IP core and each technology (e.g. virtex ultrascale plus or kintex
ultrascale plus). Of course you only need to take the zip files of the technology you are interested in.



3 Sender Core
The sender core is implementing the SlinkRocket protocol to send data from the FED to the DAQ
system in CMS. The usage of the IP is similar to the usage of the SLINK interfaces used in previous
runs of CMS. 

3.1 Configuration Parameters

The following configuration parameters are available:

Parameter Choices Description

Clock Source Master
Slave

In Slave mode the IP receives clock signals from a Master IP in 
the same Quad. See text for more details.

Ref Clock 156.25
322.265625

There is the choice of 2 possible reference frequencies for the 
Core. 

Technology GTY
GTH

In case you work with a Xilink Kintex Ultrascale + you can use 
either GTY or GTH transceivers. 

Link Speed 15.66
25.78125

The Link Speed of 25.78125 is only available for GTY 
transceivers. Make sure you do not choose the higher link speed
when you want to work with GTH transceivers. 

Diff. line
polarities

“0”
“1”

If you choose “1” the lines of the differential pair are swapped 
which can be useful if this makes the PCB routing of the 
differential pair easier/better. 

Depending on the technology of your FPGA not all options might be available. For example the
Virtex Ultrascale Plus cores do not have the option to choose GTH transceivers since there are no
GTH transceivers in that type of FPGA.

The IP core can be operated in two different modes called Master or Slave. A Core configured as
Slave has clock inputs which receive clock signals from a core configured as Master in the same
transceiver Quad. In addition the Slave core provides the Master core with some control signals
indicating a successful reset of the internal logic. 

Using a single Master core with up to 3 Slave cores in a transceiver Quad saves valuable clock
resources of the FPGA. This becomes important for designs using a lot of transceivers. The clocks
for the receiving fibres cannot be shared among the transceivers in the Quad. 

The port layout of the cores differs according to the configuration as can be seen in the following
figures. The following section describes the details of the going into or coming from the ports of the
IP core. 



3.2 Usage

The IP block for the Sender Core is shown in  Figure 2 and  2 for both the Master and the Slave
configuration. The SlinkRocket is a bi-directional link. The event fragment data is provided by the
user via the SLINK interface and sent to the receiving end. Control and status information is sent
from the receiving end to the Sender Core. 

The details of the input ports to the core are described in  Table 1.

Figure 1: The ports of the Sender Ipconfigured as Master. The clock outputs gtM_userclk* are 
provided as inputs to the cores in the same trasceiver QUALD configured as Slaves.



Figure 2: The ports of the Sender IP configured as Slave. The  inputs gtS_userclk* receive the 
corresponding clods from the Master Core in the same Quad. 



Table 1: Input signals for the Sender IP of the SLINK Rocket.

Input Description

Service signals

aresetn Asynchronous reset (active low)

user_100MHz_clk A 100MHz clock to be provided by the user. Needed for the internal 
functioning of the IP (control and monitoring of the SERDES). No 
special quality requirements.

Core_status_adr A binary address to select the status word appearing a the output 
Core_data_status_out. 
A value between 0 and 3.

SLINK interface

FED_CLOCK The slink clock provided by the user to synchronize the writing of 
the data to the IP.
Max. clock frequency: 195MHz when using 25Gbps transfer speed 
and 120 MHz when using 15Gbps transfer speed. No special quality 
requirements for this clock

event_data_wen If ‘1’ on a rising edge of FED_CLOCK a data work is written to the 
IP.

event_data_word[127:0] The data word written to the IP.

event_ctrl If ‘1’ the data word written to the IP is either a header or a trailer. 

ext_trigger Set to ‘0’ if not used. ???

Low Level Link configuration/control

txdiffctrl_in[3:0] If you want to use the default value set to “11000”

txpostcursor_in[3:0] If you want to use the default value set to “10100”

txprecursor_in[3:0] If you want to use the default value set to “00000”

qpll_clkin Input clock for serial link from QPLL (from Xilinx QPLL wrapper). 
The user has two choices which need to be set with a GENERIC 
parameter: 156.250 MHz or 322.265625 MHz. For the quality 
requirements please refer to the XILINX documentation.

qpll_ref_clkin Input clock for serial link from QPLL (from Xilinx QPLL wrapper). 
The user has two choices which need to be set with a GENERIC 
parameter: 156.250 MHz or 322.265625 MHz. For the quality 
requirements please refer to the XILINX documentation.

qpll_lock_in Lock signal from QPLL clock (from XILINX QPLL wrapper)

Serial Link receiver

Snd_gtyrxn_in Differential input (negative) from serial link (receiving end) 



Input Description

Snd_gtyrxp_in Differential input (positive) from serial link (receiving end)

Input ports specific to the Master configuration

gtM_Reset_TX_clock_in_{s} These ports need to be used if other sender IPs are instantiated for 
the same transceiver Quad in “Slave” configuration. The 
corresponding output signals of the slave core should be connected 
to these inputs. 

gtM_Reset_clock_in_{s}

Input ports specific to the Slave configuration

gtS_userclk_tx_active_in To be connected to the corresponding outputs of the Master IP in the
same Quad

gtS_userclk_rx_usrclk_in To be connected to the corresponding outputs of the Master IP in the
same Quad

gtS_userclk_rx_usrclk2_in To be connected to the corresponding outputs of the Master IP in the
same Quad

The outputs of the Sender Core are described in Table 2:

Table 2: Output signals of the sender IP for the SLINK Rocket

Output Description

Core_status_out[63:0] A status word selected by the input 
Core_status_adr. See below for details.

qpll_reset_out To be connected to the reset input of the QPLL 
providing the clock for the sender core serial 
link.

Snd_gtytxn_out Differential output (negative) to serial link 
(sending end) 

Snd_gtytxp_out Differential output (positive) to serial link 
(sending end) 

Slink 

LINK_DOWN_n Indicates that the serial link is not up (active 
low). No data can be sent over the link.

backpressure If ‘1’ no data should be written to the slink 
since all downstream buffers are full. If this 
signal turns active the user may still write ??? 
data words before data gets lost.

ext_veto_out Not used

Output ports specific to the Master configuration



Output Description

gtM_userclk_tx_active_out Synchronization signal to be connected to the 
corresponding inputs of the Slave IPs in the 
same Quad.

gtM_userclk_tx_usrclk_out Clock outputs to be connected to the 
corresponding inputs of the Slave IPs in the 
same Quad

gtM_userclk_tx_usrclk2_out

3.3 Status and monitoring information

Status and monitoring data can be read from the Sender IP. When applying the address value of the
status word to the input Core_status_adr the output Core_status_out contains the selected status
word. This can then be read out by the but system of the global design.

The meaning of the words and the bitfields contained are summarised in the following table:

Adresse Bitfield Contents

0x0001 0x00000001 Statemachine Block Reader one hot encoding: bit 0 → ST_START

0x0001 0x00000002 Statemachine Block Reader one hot encoding: bit 0 → READ_FIFO

0x0001 0x00000004 Statemachine Block Reader one hot encoding: bit 0 → BLOCK_END 
(block has been filled and crc is being inserted)

0x0001 0x00000008 Fragment is being processed

0x0001 0x00000010 Header found without preceding trailer

0x0001 0x00000020 Trailer found without preceding header

0x0001 0x00000040 Found duplicated event number
(2 equal event numbers in subsequent events)

0x0001 0x10000000 ‘1’ when a free block is available

0x0001 0x20000000 Backpressure sent to FED. This is the Almost Full flag of the 
FIFO_sync. It is activated when the word count reaches 48 (out of 64), 
i.e. 16 words can still be written.

0x0001 0x40000000 LINKDOWN_n (Essentially the DAQ ON/OFF state)

0x0001 0x80000000 Test_mode

0x0002 0xFFFFFFFF Data Counter

0x0003 0xFFFFFFFF Event Counter

0x0004 0xFFFFFFFF Block Counter

0x0005 0xFFFFFFFF Received Packet Counter

0x0006 0xFFFFFFFF State of the Core

0x0007 0xFFFFFFFF Sent Packet Counter



Adresse Bitfield Contents

0x0008 0x00000001 PacketBuilder STM (one hot): bit 0 → Ground State 

0x0008 0x00000002 PacketBuilder STM (one hot): bit 0 → Start of Frame

0x0008 0x00000010 PacketBuilder STM (one hot): bit 0 → Data writing

0x0008 0x00000020 PacketBuilder STM (one hot): bit 0 → CRC insertion

0x0008 0x00000080 PacketBuilder STM (one hot): bit 0 → Inter Packet Gap

0x0009 0xFFFFFFFF Backpressure Counter (counts the clockcycles where backpressure is 
asserted to the FED. The reference clock is the FED clock, i.e. the 
clock provided by the FED to the SLINK sender core)

0x000A 0xFFFFFFFF Version

0x000B 0xFFFFFFFF Status of the SERDES

0x000C 0xFFFFFFFF Retransmit counter (blocks which are received with a non matching 
CRC error are re-transmitted. This is why SLINK CRC errors cannot 
occur by construction. However, the link might block, due to eternal 
re-transmission. 

0x000D 0xFFFFFFFF FED CRC Error Counter

0x000E 0xFFFFFFFF FED Clock Frequency measurement: clock cycles in 1ms. 

3.4 Required Resources

The Sender Core occupies the following resources in the FPGA:

Resource Quantity

CLB LUTs 2936

CLB Registers 5082

Block RAMs 6

BUFG_GT 4

4 Receiver Core
The  IP block  diagram for  the  Receiver  Core  is  shown in  Figure  3.  The  SlinkRocket  is  a  bi-
directional link. The event fragment data is provided to the user via the SLINK interface. Control
and status information is sent from the Receiver IP  to the Sender Core. 



4.1 Register Interface

The receiver  IP contains  a  set  of registers  to  read out  status information and a set  of  writable
registers to configure and control the Receiver core. The register interface is working synchronously
to the clock “usr_clk” provided by the user. Separate address decoders for reading and writing exist.
A register is selected to set exactly one bit to ‘1’ in the inputs usr_func_wr/rd[16383:0]. For a given
register the corresponding bit in these selection masks is calculated by adding to the register number
the offset “Add Offset Slinkr” which is provided by the user as a parameter when configuring the
IP. To read data from a register the user has to set the corresponding bit to ‘1’ in the usr_func_rd
selection mask and has to issue usr_rden. Data will appear on the output usr_dto_receiver. To write
data into a writable register the corresponding bit in the usr_func_wr mask has to be set, the data
has to be provided on usr_data_wr and the usr_wen signal has to be asserted. 

4.2 Configuration Parameters

The receiver has the parameters Ref Clock, Xilinx Transceiver technology and Link Speed with the
same meaning as described in the equivalent section of the Sender core.

In addition the parameter Add Offset Slinkr (Address offset for the monitoring registers) has to be
provided. This offset defines an offset in units of 64 bit registers which is used to offset the internal
address table from address ‘0’. For example when an offset of 0x10 is chosen the first register can
be found at address 0x80. 

4.3 Usage

Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the SLINK Receiver IP



Figure 3: Block diagram of the Receiver IP Core configured as Master



The user needs to provide the following inputs to operate the Core:

Input Description

Service signals

user_100MHz_clk A 100MHz clock to be provided by the user. Needed for the internal 
functioning of the IP.

Register interface

usr_clk A clock to be provided to operate the register interface (max 
100MHz)

rst_usr_clk_n Reset (active low)

Figure 4: Block diagram of the Receiver IP configured as a Slave.



Input Description

usr_func_wr[16383:0] Selects the register to be written in a write operation. Only four 
registers are implemented. This means the lines usr_func_wr[16383 :
4] will be optimised away

usr_func_rd[16383:0] Selects the register to be read in a read operation. Only four registers 
are implemented. This means the lines usr_func_wr[16383 : 4] will 
be optimised away

usr_data_wr[63:0] The data word to be written in a register during a write operation

usr_wen A write pulse. When active data provided with ust_data_wr will be 
written into the register selected with usr_func_wr. 

usr_ren A read pulse. When active data from the register selected with 
usr_func_rd will be read out.

SLINK interface

lff Input to signal backpressure. After asserting lff the core will not 
deliver more than ??? more words to the user until the lff signal is de-
asserted again.

Low Level Link configuration/control

qpll_clkin Input clock for serial link from QPLL (from Xilinx QPLL wrapper). 
The QPLL needs to be fed with a 156.250 MHz clock.

qpll_ref_clkin Input reference clock for serial link from QPLL ( from XILINX 
QPLL wrapper). The QPLL needs to be fed with a 156.250 MHz 
clock.

qpll_lock_in Lock signal from QPLL clock (from XILINX QPLL wrapper)

Serial Link receiver

Rcv_gtyrxn_in Differential input (negative) from serial link (receiving end) 

Rcv_gtyrxp_in Differential input (positive) from serial link (receiving end)

Input Signals specific to Master configuration

gtM_Reset_TX_clock_in_0 To be connected to corresponding output from Slave IPs in same 
Quad

gtM_Reset_TX_clock_in_1 To be connected to corresponding output from Slave IPs in same 
Quad

gtM_Reset_TX_clock_in_2 To be connected to corresponding output from Slave IPs in same 
Quad

Input Signals  specific to Slave configuration

gtS_userclk_tx_active_in To connect to corresponding output clock from Master

gtS_userclk_tx_usrclk_in To connect to corresponding output clock from Master

gtS_userclk_tx_usrclk2_in To connect to corresponding output clock from Master

gtS_userclk_tx_usrclk4_in To connect to corresponding output clock from Master



Input Description

The outputs of the Receiver Core are described in the following table:

Table 3: Output signals of the sender IP for the SLINK Rocket

Output Description

usr_dto_receiver[63:0] During a read operation the data of the register 
selected with usr_func_rd will appear on these 
lines. The data stays valid after the usr_ren 
pulse until a new read operation is performed 
or a reset with  rst_usr_clk_n is applied.???

qpll_reset_out To be connected to the reset input of the QPLL 
providing the clock for the receiver core serial 
link.

Rcv_gtytxn_out Differential output (negative) to serial link 
(sending end) 

Rcv_gtytxp_out Differential output (positive) to serial link 
(sending end) 

Slink 

clk_out The clock to be used for reading the slink data. 
The following signals in this section are 
synchronous to this clock.

wen_data Indicates a valid data word at the output.

UCTRL_out Indicates a control word (header or trailer) on 
the output.

data_out[127:0] The data output of the slink data.

ena_cnt_pckt Can be used to count the received fragments. 
Will be set to ‘1’ for one clock cycle at the start
of each slink fragment. ???

ena_cnt_bad_p Can be used to count the number of bad 
packets received. The interface automatically 
asks for a re-transmit of badly received 
packets. A corrupted packet should never be 
presented at the output.

ena_back_pres Active when the Receiver IP is issuing 
backpressure to the sender side.???

ena_FED_crc_err Can be used to count the number of FED crc 
errors (i.e. CRC errors flagged by the SENDER



Output Description

core when checking the user provided CRC 
before sending the fragment to the receiver.)

ena_SLINK_crc_err Can be used to count CRC errors on the 
SLINK. If this signal becomes active, there is a
problem with the SLINK firmware since 
biterrors on the link should be detected and 
recovered by the low level protocol which 
requires a resending of corrupted packets. 

Outputs specific to Master configuration

gtM_userclk_TX_actove_out To be connected to corresponding inputs in 
Slave IPs in the same Quad

gtM_userclk_TX_usrclk_out To be connected to corresponding inputs in 
Slave IPs in the same Quad

gtM_userclk_TX_usrclk2_out To be connected to corresponding inputs in 
Slave IPs in the same Quad

gtM_userclk_TX_usrclk4_out To be connected to corresponding inputs in 
Slave IPs in the same Quad

Outputs specific to Slave configuration

gtS_Reset_TX_clock_out To be connected to corresponding inputs in 
Master IPs in the same Quad

4.4 Status and monitoring information

The readout of the status and monitoring information has been tailored to the bus system used by
various DAQ designs. The PCI address together with the read or write request is decoded into a
single  bit  which  is  used  to  trigger  the  reading  or  the  writing  of  a  register.  The  addresses
corresponding to the various registers are indicated in the following table assuming an addresse
offset of 0. In the example design the address offset has been set to 16 64bit registers. Hence 128
(0x80) has to be added to all addresses in order to build the address table for these registers in the
example design.

Adresse Bitfield r/w Contents

0x0000 0xFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF r/w Execute SLINK command encoded by the 
bitfield of the data.
In case of a write command the data to be sent 
needs to be specified beforehand with the next 
address. 



Adresse Bitfield r/w Contents

In case of a read command the data of the 
command can be read from the next address. 
After the command was issued this address can 
be read: bit 0 indicates that the access was 
finished and bit 1 indicates that it was 
successful. 

0x0008 0xFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF r/w Write: data send with the SLINK command
Read: data read from the SLINK command

0x0010 0xFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF w Write: request link re-synchronisation

0x0018 0x0000000000000001 w Hard reset of receiver SERDES

0x0018 0x0000000000000002 w reset the receiver SERDES synchronisation 
logic

0x0018 0x0000000000000010 r '1' after succcessful initialisation of receiver 
SERDES

0x0018 0x0000000000000F00 r number of retries during initialisation

0x0018 0x0000000000004000 w reset the data path for receiving (datasheet 
PG182 p15)

0x0018 0x0000000000010000 r  bit shifting in progress (should be always '1')

0x0018 0x0000000007000000 r  loopback (UG576 p85)

0x0018 0x0000000040000000 r TX polarity (usually '0')

0x0018 0x0000000080000000 r RX polarity (usually '0')

0x0020 0xFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF r SR_RecSERDES_DRP_ct

0x0028 0xFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF r SR_RecSERDES_DRP_rtn

0x0030 0xFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF r SR_RecSERDES_status

0x0030 0x0000000000000001 r rxpmaresetdone

0x0030 0x0000000000000002 r rxprgdivresetdone

0x0030 0x0000000000000004 r txpmaresetdone

0x0030 0x0000000000000008 r txprgdivresetdone

0x0030 0x0000000000000400 r rxresetdone

0x0030 0x0000000000004000 r qpll_reset_cell

0x0030 0x0000000000008000 r gtpowergood_out

0x0030 0x0000000000010000 r reset_rx_done

0x0030 0x0000000000020000 r reset_tx_done

0x0030 0x0000000000040000 r rx_clock_ready

0x0030 0x0000000000080000 r tx_clock_ready

0x0030 0x0000000000100000 r qpll_lock_in



Adresse Bitfield r/w Contents

0x0030 0x0000000000200000 r STATE_link

0x0030 0x0000000000400000 r Link_locked

0x0030 0x0000000001000000 r Link synchronisation STM: ST_START

0x0030 0x0000000002000000 r SLink synchronisation STM: T_check_pattern

0x0030 0x0000000004000000 r SLink synchronisation STM: T_slip_state

0x0030 0x0000000008000000 r Link synchronisation STM: ST_wait_slip_done

0x0030 0x0000000010000000 r Link synchronisation STM: 
ST_check_swap_word

0x0030 0x0000000020000000 r SLink synchronisation STM: T_send_idle

0x0030 0x0000000040000000 r Link synchronisation STM: 
ST_wait_idle_from_other_side

0x0030 0x0000000080000000 r Link synchronisation STM: ST_link_up

0x0038 0xFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF SR_RecSERDES_setup

4.5 Required Resources

The Receiver Core requires the following resources in the FPGA:

Resource Quantity

CLB LUTs 2239

CLB Registers 4338

Block RAMs 4.5

BUFG_GT 4

5 Example Design
Two example designs are available for the VCU118 development. The first is an implementation of
a  single  Slink  Rocket  sender  channel  with  25Gb/s  and  a  Receiver  which  counts  the  received
packages (the data payload is “thrown away”). This design can also be simulated with the Vivado
simulator.  This  design  is  also  available  for  the  KCU105  development  board  with  a  Kintex
Ultrascale FPGA. This design uses two transceivers in the same Quad, one configured as Master
and one as Slave. 

The second design implements four independent SLINK senders which are fed to the 4 channels of
the the QFSP of the VCU118 board. The second QSFP is used to receive these for channels. The
design  allows  to  inspect  some  monitoring  data  of  the  cores  and  data  is  “thrown  away”.  No
simulation files are provided for this example. This design shows how to use one Master and 3
Slaves in the same Quad. 



5.1 Single channel Example

The example design demonstrates the usage of the Sender IP and the Receiver IP. This example
design  has  been  build  for  the  VCU118  development  board  of  XILINX.  It  contains  a  trivial
EventGenerator which sends data over the Sender Core to the Receiver core. There are monitoring
counters for Event Fragments, FED and SLINK crc errors and detected corrupted packets. Some
status information of the receiver and the sender IP can be read out. 

The example design is created by building a minimal event directory structure which contain the
uncompressed Sender and Receiver IPs and the git-repositories of the source code. A TCL file is
provided to build the Vivado project. The scripts also synthesizes, places and routes the design, and
creates a bitfile for download to the VCU118 demonstrator board. 

5.2 Instructions to build the example Vivado project

5.2.1 Prerequisites

You need to have Vivado 2018-3 installed on your machine and the vivado command should be in
you execution path.

5.2.2 Instructions

In the following instructions replace the version number “v03.07” with the actual version of the
release you are dealing with. 

1. Create an empty directory with an arbitrary name

mkdir test

2. Inside the new directory download and un-compress the archive SlinkRocketExample.tgz
from the git repository (sub-directory “tools”; here the link to the master branch. Before
downloading make sure to select the correct tag name from the Gilab drop down menu:
https://gitlab.cern.ch/dth_p1-v2/slinkrocket_example/-/tree/master/tools ). It contains scripts
to create the example design:

cd test
tar -xzvf SlinkRocketExample.tgz

This creates a directory structure. Before building the example Vivado project you have to 
check out the sources from Gitlab.

3. Checkout the sources from three git repositories. (You will need to give you CERN user
name and password to be able to check out these sources):

cd gitreps
git clone https  ://gitlab.cern.ch/dth_p1-v2/slinkrocket_example.git  
cd slinkrocket_example
git checkout v03.07
cd ..
git clone https://gitlab.cern.ch/dth_p1-v2/slinkrocket.git

https://gitlab.cern.ch/dth_p1-v2/slinkrocket.git
https://gitlab.cern.ch/dth_p1-v2/slinkrocket_example.git
https://gitlab.cern.ch/dth_p1-v2/slinkrocket_example.git
https://gitlab.cern.ch/dth_p1-v2/slinkrocket_example/-/tree/master/tools


cd slinkrocket
git checkout v03.07
cd ..
git clone https://gitlab.cern.ch/dth_p1-v2/fpga_library.git
cd fpga_library
git checkout v03.07
cd ..
git clone https://gitlab.cern.ch/dth_p1-v2/slinkrocket_ips.git
cd slinkrocket_ips
git checkout v03.07
cd ..

4. Now you can execute the tcl script to create the vivado project and compile the project:

cd ../tools
vivado -source CMD_Slink_Example_create_project.tcl

5. In case you want to simulate the design, you can run the behavioural simulator. Waveform
configuration files can be found in gitreps/cms_slinksender_example/waveforms. The
tcl script  load_waveforms.tcl can be sourced to load these files in one go. Afterwards
relaunch the simulation. 

5.2.3 Notes

The  git  repository   https://gitlab.cern.ch/dth_p1-v2/slinkrocket_ips.git contains  the  IPs  for  the
sender and receiver cores. In the repository you find two subdirectories “virtex” and “kintex”. They
contain the cores for the respective Xilinx FPGA technology. Depending on what technology you
are using for your design you should add an IP repository path to your vivado project pointing to
one of the two subdirectories. You can then find the cores in the User IP section of the IP browser.
The script CMD_Slink_Example_create_project.tcl is calling a script called addIPs.tcl which does
this work for you in the example design. Looking into these scripts might be useful to understand
how to configure the IPs with a script if desired. 

Currently this repository also contains IPs for the Kintex Ultrascale series. 

6 Simulation
The  design  can  be  simulate  with  the  Vivado  Behavioral  Simulator.  A  dedicate  top-module
“top_sim” is provided. This module contains a “software version” of the PCI interface so that the
PCI interface is actually not simulated but lines coming from the PCI interface into the design are
faked by VHDL code. 

You  can  source  the  script  “load_waveform”  in  order  to  load  some  pre-defined  waveform
descriptions. These are useful to see what is going on in the design. 

https://gitlab.cern.ch/dth_p1-v2/slinkrocket_ips.git
https://gitlab.cern.ch/dth_p1_v2/slinkrocket_ips.git
https://gitlab.cern.ch/dth_p1-v2/fpga_library.git


7 Control software
Some  software  to  try  out  the  example  design  is  provided  in  the  sub-directory
cmd_slinksender_example/software of the git repository cms_slinksender_example. The software is
using the PyHAL which should be installed on your computer (a python version of the HAL used in
CMS). Some simple utilities are provided.

IMPORTANT NOTE: If you first load the design it might be that the BIOS of your PC does not
automatically enable the pci memory access to the card. For this reason all the python scripts in this
example have a line which sets the relevant bit to ‘1’ in the configuration space. In case you write
your own software, please make sure that this bit is set to ‘1’ before doing anything with the design.

7.1 FPGA re-loading

To test the design you should load the bitfile into the evaluation board. To avoid to have to reboot
the PC which houses the development board every time you load a new version of the desing you
can run the script reloadFPGA.py before you start loading the bitstream into the FPGA. Once the
programming of the FPGA is complete you hit return and the new design is operational. The script
is saving the PCI configuration of the PCI interface and after the programming is complete it re-
writes it into the configuration registers. With this you can avoid to have to do the PCI scanning at
the start of the PCI boot process in order to make the development board functional. Of course this
technique only works when the PCI configuration of the board does not change. When you load the
design for the first time you have to reboot the PC in order for the PCI configuration to be executed
one time. (The same is valid after each power cycle where power of the development board is lost
and hence the PCI configuration is lost prior to programming the board.)

7.2 Operating the example design

The following scripts start and stop the example design and allow to inspect some internal status
and  monitoring  information.

Programme name Description

ledtest.py A trivial programme which toggles the LEDs conntected to the GPIOs 0 and 
1 throught the 4 possible states (off/on  on/off  on/on  off/off) 

reset.py Stops and resets the event generator.

evtgen.py [0|1] Starts (1) or stops (0) the event generator. To be started after daqon.py

daqon.py Sends a DAQ-ON command from the receiver to the sender so that a simple 
event generator can be started to send event fragments over the slink to the 
receiver. 

daqoff.py This stops the DAQ operation by sending a DAQ-OFF command from the 
receiver to the sender. 

readcounters.py Reads out some monitoring counters implemented in the top level design. 



resetCounters.py Resets the monitoring counters.

readSenderStatus.py Read out status and monitoring information from the Sender IP

readReceiverStatis.py Read out status and monitoring information from the Receiver IP

7.3 Four channel example design

The four channel example design is simply implementing four slink rocket channels fed into the 4
channels of the QFSP of the VCU118 board. Therefore the steps to build this design are almost the
same as for the single channel example design. Please read first the section for the single example
design. 

For building this design the steps 1-4 outlined in the Instructions above apply. In step 5 run the
commands

cd ../tools
vivado -source CMD_Slink_Example_create_project_4c.tcl

The steps related to simulation do not apply since no simulation files have been created for this 
design. 

The control software provides some scripts to read out monitoring data of the four channel example.
A parameter  for  the  channel  number  to  be  monitored  needs  to  be  given  when  executing  the
command. The scripts which have been adapted for the four channel example are called with a
suffix “_4c” in the name.  
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